
 

With the grace of Satguru Baba Hardev Singh ji Maharaj, New York Branch had the blessed opportunity to host the divine Prachar visit 
of Rev. sister Preet Sahi ji. The Prachar tour was three day long and it commenced on the 29th. of January with an English Medium 
congregation.  

During the EMS final discourse, rev. Preet Sahi ji blessed that if man could come to realize that all his  material,mental & physical 
assets are the belongings of the higher authority, then he shall lead a peaceful life. It is however the most sad business, that man not 
only fails to acknowledge this truth, making matter worse, he begins to associate himself with the physical frame.                    

	   	  

Following the discourse, key event of the evening, the “Youth Forum" was initiated. During which young devotees of the New York 
Branch expressed the significance of the 1st. Principle of the Mission through the medium of a skit employing humor. 
A mini presentation was yet another contribution from a young local devotee in an attempt to yet further the message behind the 
1st. Principle of the Mission.Then onwards a series of question and answer session took off. It indeed gained quite the momentum 
as young devotees presented various thoughts and queries. 

	   	  

Saturday January 30th, the 2nd. day of the prachar visit was reserved for "charan visits." Rev. Preet Sahi ji visited several homes of 
the local devotees and furthered the message of His Holiness. During the charan visits saints expressed their joy in the form of spiritual 
hymns and poems. 



Concluding day(Sunday) of the prachar visit was marked by the regularly scheduled Sunday congregation. Devotees from nearby 
stations as New Jersey, Connecticut as well as all the various regions of New York City attended this congregation in great number.On 
behalf of New York Branch, Rev. K.D. Sharma ji and Mrs. Praveen Sharma ji presented a bouquet of flowers and welcomed Rev. 
Sister Preet Sahi ji and expressed their gratitude to His Holiness for such opportunity. 

	   	  

Addressing the congregation rev. Preet Sahi ji blessed that Nirankari Mission is promoting the message of "World Without Walls." 

As followers of the Mission we all bear the responsibility of tearing drawn all such long erecting walls that draw us apart. These walls 
can be comprised of financial, intellectual, physical or political status, but a wall is a wall and by definition the nature of a wall is to 
create separation and division. These walls can be transformed in to bridges when we identify our true origin. That we are not physical 
beings and at the end of the day no physical assets count, we by origin and thus by nature are spiritual beings. The sooner we learn 
and adapt this truth, the sooner we can help create a world without walls. 

Youth Forum: Upon popular demand an encore Youth Forum was organized. During which devotees of all age group gathered and 
participated in a question/answer session format. From young devotees of the New York Bal Sangat to veteran devotees of the New 
York Branch expressed great enthusiasm in drawing the maximum benefit from the prachar trip. Rev. Preet Sahi ji encouraging the 
young devotees blessed that we must acknowledge that congregation is priceless. We all owe it to ourselves to regularly attend 
congregation. Coming to congregation is to honor our one on one appointment with Satguru Himself. We must not loose such 
privilege., rather draw the maximum and strengthen our spiritual aspect. 

	   	  

New York Branch humbly expresses immense gratitude towards His Holiness Satguru Baba Hardev Singh ji Maharaj for gracing with 
such prachar visit opportunity and humbly looks forward to continue to be recipient of such occasions and opportunities.  


